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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOB AERONAUTICS 

MEMORANDUM REPORT 

for the 

Materiel Command, Army Air Forces 

INVESTIGATION OF DIVING MOMENTS OF A PURSUIT AIRPLANE 

IN THE AMES 16-FOOT HIGH-SPEED WIND TUNNEL 

3y Albert L. Eri-skson 

SUMMARY 

A pursuit-typo ftirplane encountered severe diving moments in 
high-speed dives whioh make recovery difficult.    For the purpose of 
investigating these diving moments and finding means for their 
reduction, a l/6-ecaie uodel of the pirplane was tested in the 
l6~foot high—.rpeed wind tunnel at Amos Aeronautical Laboratory.    The 
test results indicate that up to a Mach number of at least 0.75* the 
limit of tb/? tests,  the dive—recovery difficulties jan be alleviated 
and the longitudinal maneuverability improved by the rabatltution of 
a lon^ symmetr 1 cal fuselage for the standard fuselage. 

INTRODUCTION 

A pursuit airplane developed nowerful diving moments in high- 
speed dives, and these moments have made recovery from high—speed 
dives very difficult.    The difficulties have been discussed in 
reference 1,  and  they have been j riveetijated in the full-scale wind 
tunnel and in the "-foot high-sreod wind tunnel at Lsn^ley Momor'al 
Aeronautical Laboratory (referents 2,   "j,  and U). 

At the request of the Army Air Forces, a model of the airplane 
was tested in x.he 16 foot high-speed wind tunnel at AAL.    The purpose 
of these tests wa3 to extend the ran^e of the previous high—3peed 
tests with a view toward developing means for eliminating the diving 
difficulties and improving the maneuverability of the airplane at 
high speeds.    A number of fuselage shapes,  several changes in the 
span load distribution,  bulges and spoilers on the wing and fuselage, 
and a modification of the wing center—sect*on profile wero tested. 

1 "Y 



APPARATUS AND METHOD 

The l/6-scale tip-mounted model used In the 8-foot high-speed 
wind tunnel at LMAL (reference 2) was modified by the addition of 
wing tips and fitted with trunnion-support fittings in the booms for 
mounting the model on struts. Reference 5 shows details of the model. 
Sting? were attached 13 inches back of the strut trunnions, as shown 
in figure 1, for controlling the angle of attack. A pitot survey 
head was usod to explore the air flow in the region of the tail. This 
head measured thn total and static pressures and the pitch and yaw 
angles of the air stream. In those of the present tests wherein the 
effects of droopod ailerons and •partially extended Fowler flaps were 
studied, the ailerons and flaps were simulated by split flaps having 
chords approximately 30 percent of thn wing chord at each spanwise 
station. In addition to the tests with the standard airplane wing, 
the model was tested using a wing with revised twist. Except for the 
twist, this revised wing was identical to the standard wing. The 
twist was changed only from the boom center lines outboard so that 
tho angle of attack relative to the standard wing was increased from 
0 at the boom center lines to 3 a* the station where the rounding 
of tho wing tips started. 

RESULTS 

The data in this report have been corrected for tunnel—wall 
effects, and approximately for tare drags and tare moments. The 
moment center was 3«23 inches vertically above the trunnion point 
with the airplane in tho zero angle-of-attack attitude. Upflow or 
downflow with the strut supports in place has not been evaluated. 
A slight upflow or downflow would affect only the absolute values 
of drag and, for comparative purposes, would have no effect. 

The results ere discussed in tho following order: 

1. Standard configuration 

£. Effect of fuselage shape 

3. Effect of bulges, fillets, and spoilers 

k. Effect of changes to wing center section 

5« Effect of ailerons and flaps 

6. Effect of the change in wing twfst 



I 
7.    Elevator effe^ti-weness 

8.,   Improvements resulting from use of the long 
symmetrical fyaelug© 

9.    Buffeting 

Standard Configuration 

Tests of tho standard configuration, complete and In parts, 
revealed the nature ano OMM of the dive—recovery difficulties. 
With the complete standard model, the long*tudinal stability 
increased enormously as the Mach jiumber wa3 Increased above 0.65- 
This increase in stability ,1s illustrated by the deorease in the 
Blopes of the curves showing the variation of moment coefficient 
with lift coefficient in figureB 2(a) and 2(b). Figure 2(e) con- 
sists of cross plots from these curves and shows the variation with 
Mach OMber of the moraent coefficient at constant values of the 
lift coefficient. The lift coefficient at which the moment curves 
for various Mach numbers intersect ia of special significance and 
will henceforth be referred to as the constant-moment lift cooffi— 
ciont. For all lift cooffici3nts greater than the constant-moment 
value (approximately -0.15 for the standard configuration), the 
pitching moment decrer.ses; that is, it becomes a diving moment as 
the speed is increased. For smaller values of lift coefficient, 
the moment becomes a climbing moment as the speed increases. Thus, 
it is seen that at high speeds the airplane becomes extremely 
atable. This stability is so great that deflection of the elevator, 
as will be shown later, produces little ch?.nge in lift, hence, the 
difficulty in recovering from dive3. 

Removing al3 the accessories (Prestone, oil, and spark—plug 
cooling accape, carburetor scoops, and turbosupercharger installa- 
tions) from tho standard configuration made no important change in 
the moment characteristics. Removing -the fuaolagu, however, 
incroased the critical speed at which the stability started, its 
rapid increase, and also changed the value of the conctant-moment 
lift coefficient from a Mall negative value (about —0.15) to a 
positive value of about 0.9.  (fig. ?(c)). With the balance occurring 
at a positive value of the constant—moment lift coefficient, the 
airplane would tend to automatically recover from high-speed dives 
because a pull—out moraen-. WOTlr1 become effective c.e  the speed 
incroaoed. Modification of the airplane so that the constant moment 
occurs at a suitable positive value of the lift coefficient, a& with 
the fuselage removed, should provide a means of alleviating the 



dive-recovery difficulties. 

With tho horizontal tail surfaces removed from the model, 
relatively snail changes in pi tching-moment coefficient o-icurred as 
the speed was increased above the critical (fig. Mo)), and tho 
changes that did occur were in the opposite direction to those with 
the tail in place. This result indicated that the moments produced 
by tho tail were undergoing Uqp changes as the speed increased 
thereby causing the difficulties. Figure 5 shows downwash angles 
that ware measured at tho tail position while the tail was absent. 
As tho Mach number increased above the critical, the downwash angle 
decro?„sed U much aB 2° or 3°, and the variation of downwash with 
an^le of attack became only a small fraction of its low—speed 
value. Tho decrease in downwash was a direct res-Lilt of the loss in 
lift aG tho Mach number was increased above the critical value 
(fig. Mc)). The magnitude of the reduction in downwash corre- 
sponded approximately to the change in tail angle of attack that 
would be required to produce the changes in pitching moment shown 
in figure 3(e). 

It was concluded that the dive—recovery difficulties of the 
airplane :.re due to -che center section of the wing losing lift as 
the speed increases above the critical. The reduction in lift is 
accompanied by a reduction in downwash at the tail and a reduction 
in the rate of change of downwash angle with airplane angle of 
attack. Tho latter change produces a great increase in longitudinal 
stability at speeds abovo the critical 3peed of the center section. 
With the standard fuselage in place, the constant--moment lift coeffi- 
cient centers about a negative value of the lift coefficient, and 
tho stability becomes so groat that tho elevator can produce only 
small changes in airplane lift coefficient; consequently, recovery 
from high—3peod dives i3 difficult. With the fuselage removed, a 
positive vaLie of the constant-moment lift coefficient occurred, so 
in this configuration tho airplane, vovld tend to automatically 
recover from high-speed dives. 

Effect of Fuselage Shape 

AB it was 3hown that the standard fuselage caused the momenta 
to break at a lowor Mach number and the constant-memont lift coef- 
ficient to be negative, several fuselage modifications were tested. 
These were the standard fuselage with modified canopy, an underslung 
fuselage, a Ion;; symmetrical fuselage, a long symmetrical fuselage 
with flat—front cab, and a Ions symmetrical fuselage with the cab 
from tho standard fuselage. The results are compared in figure 6. 
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Those curves are plotted for three representative lift coefficients: 
0.1, 0.2, and O.U. The results show that the fvsela^e designated 
"tho long symmetrical fuselage" (fig. 7) carried the moment curve to 
the highest Mach number before breaking, and caused the constant- 
moment lift coefficient, tc center about a small positive value of 
the'lift coefficient (approximately 0.07). This fusela.se also had 
a lower drag at Maoh numbers above 0.68. The undersiung fuselage 
gave similar moment characteristics, but it vas not considered as 
practical a shape (fig. 3). 

Adding a flat front to the cab of the long symmetrical fuselage 
(fig. 9) in order to Thermit tho use of flat bullet-proof giaBS 
windshield made tho moment characteristics slightly worse (fig. 5). 
Two cab changes were tried in an effort to find an arrangement that 
gave satisfactory moment characteristics, but that would not make it 
neoeesary to move the pilot and tho controls from their positions in 
the standard airplane. The flat—front cab was moved aft 2 inches 
(corresponding to 12 in. fall-scale); and the cab from the standard 
fuselage vas tried on the long symmetrinal fuselage. Both of these 
cab arrangements gave poor moment characteristics (fig. 6) as 
compared with tho forward cab. The inferior characteristics with 
these two cabs were probably due to the peak velocities induced by 
tho cabs being near to, and adding to, the peak velocities induced 
by tho wing. 

Figures 10 nnd 11 give the complete ba3ic results for the long 
symmetrical fusolage. Figure 10 givas results for the regular 
Pr3stone scoopsj figure 11, for modified Prestono scoops. Little 
difference in the results Is noted, although there is a slight 
reduction in drag indicated with the modified scoops. 

Effect of Bulged, Fillets, and Spoilers 

Abrupt bulges wore placed on tho under side of tho fusolage, as 
shown in figures 12, 13, and lks  to find their effect in causing a 
ehock on the under surface of the fuselage. The first bulge was 
placed on tho under side of tho standard fusolage vith a revised 
canopy. This bulge causod tho moment carves to" rise slightly from 
Mach numbers of 0.3 upward, but there was no noticeable change in 
tho (Mitral effect (fig. 15). This indicates that the upper wing 
surface had tho most powerful influence on the pitching moment. 
0th:;r bulges tried on tho long symmetrical fusolage with the cab off 
had little effect on tho pitching; moments. Figure 16 gives compar- 
ative results with and without tho bulges. 

"\ 
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Several types of fillets were tried on the symmetrical fuselage 
(figs. 17, 18, and 19), but none of these gave any special benefit 
(fig. 20) over the constant—radius fillet used on all othar tests. 
The fillet used for meet of the tests had a constant radius of 
ono-half inch (3 in. on the airplane) and would "be the easiest to 
"build. 

Some spoilers and bulges were tried on the under side of the 
wing. The first srMlor triad was set 90° t-> the wing surface, 
protruded l/k  inch from the purface at 31-1/3 T>ercent of the wing 
chord fnm the leading edgr- and was extended between the booms. 
A second to3t was made with this same a^  iler oxtonded to the wing 
ti-os. For a th'.rd tost, the spoilers were removed and a smooth 
bulge :>no--fourth inch high was located between the bocms at the 
same chord ">ositlon. Those tests were predicated on pressure- 
distribution data which showed that, at constant angle of attack, 
as the speed was increased the negative lift on the lower wing 
surface increased more rapidly than the vositive lift on the uppor 
surface at high speeds. The tests were made to determine whether 
the negative lift increases could be reduced or eliminated. The 
effects of these various changes are shown on figures 21(a), 21(b), 
and 21(c). The flow over the lower surface was spoiled to such an 
extent that from a very low speed, a steady rise in the moment curve 
took place until the upper surface reached its critical spood, and 
then at lift coefficients of 0.2 and above, the moment broke in a 
negative direction. 

Effect of Changes to Uing Center Section 

As the presence of critical pressures had been shown to cause 
the trouble, it appeared that a wing with lower pressure peaks would 
delay the compressibility break. Accordingly, a glove was built 
around the original wing between the booms. This glove was sot at 
a lower angle of attack and had a larger chord (fig. 22) than the 
original wing. This glove had much lower pressure peaks and, with 
the symmetrical fuselage, raised the critical speed and the balancing 
lift coefficient to a value slightly higher than that for the same 
configuration but without the glove (figs. 23(r), 23(b).. and 23(c)). 
With the standard fuselage and the glove, on the other hand, the 
curves broke in the same way and at the same Mar:h number as for the 
standard fuselage without the gl"»ve. 

\ 



Effect of Ailerons and Flans 

AE the loss in lift on the contor MCtiOB caused the lar,$o 
adverse tail moments for a given t :tal lift a change in span load 
distribution that would shift a greater "art. of tte lift outboard of 
the booms would relieve the center section of some lift and delay the 
pressure rise on this section. Accordingly, tests wore made with 
simulated flaps and ailerons deflected 13° down and extending from 
the wing tips into the booms. Without the fusela^ (fig. 2U), an 
improvement in the characteristics is indicated. The moments 
increased at speeds above the critical for lift coefficients of 0.3 
or less (fig. 2H(e)); wheroas without the simulated flaps and 
ailerons (fig. 3(e)), the moments increased for lift coefficients 
only up to 0.1. In addition, the flaps increased the Mach numbers 
at which the sudden change in moment occurred. Several additional 
runs weri made (figs. 23(a), 23(b), and 23(c)) with simulated flaps 
and ailerons 15° down. It can bo rsen from thoao comparative curves 
that the flaps improved the moment characteristics in all cases 
except when the standard fuselage was used. At a lift coefficient of 
0.1, although all other configurations broke in a positive diroction, 
the configuration with the standard fuselage broke negatively and at 
a much earlier Mach number than the others. 

Effect of the Change in Wing Twist 

It appeared that an effoct similar to that obtained with the 
split flapB could bo obtained in a practically applicable manner by 
modifying the wing twist. Accordingly, a wing having the twist 
modified by increasing the angle of attack at the tips by 3° was 
tested. Thiis change in win^ twist imar.ivod the characteristics very 
little, whether uBod with the long symmetrical fuselage or with the 
standard fuselage (fig. °5) • Cw»leta results .f the tests of the 
revised wing with the long symmetrical fuselage are riven in 
figure ?6. The ineffectiveness of the change in wing twist as 
compared to the snlit fla^e •>? -arently was largely due to the fact 
that the twist Increased the lift coefficient at each an^le of 
attack only a small amount compared t~>  the increase in lift coeffi- 
cient produced by the fla'os. 

Elevator Effectiveness 

Figure 27 indicates, for ono configuration, the lift coeffi- 
cient at which the airplane would balance at various Mach numbers 
with several elevator angles. Thi3 figure shows that at high speeds 
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a given elevator defloction -prodv-jod relatively sxrr.ll changes in 
the lift coefficient at which tho nimlane would balance.    Analysis 
indicates that the log,-? of elevator effectiveness at high sr>eed3 is 
largely a result of tho great increase in stability  :>r the airplane 
and not to any important oxtont duo to reduction in the otengW in 
tail lift brought about by a .rjiven elevator deflection.    Tho roaults 
for other configurations were similar, the only important diff«renco 
being in tho value of tho constant-moment lift coefficient. 

.• 

Improvements Resulting From Use of 
the Long Symmetrical Fuselage 

Tho model with tho symmetrical fuselage showed better diving 
characteristics than the standard configuration. 3y taking the 
points on the curves of figure 25 where tho moment >>roke, figure 28 
was plotted, which shows the maximum lift coefficient attainable 
without the moment curves breaking in a diving direction. The Mach 
numbers at which tho moment coefficient curves broku agree closely 
with the Mach numbers at which tho lift coefficient curves broke 
for corresponding conditions. These results (fig. 28) show that at 
zero lift and at Mach numbers up to at least 0.75, the limit of tho 
test3, with tho symmetrical fuselage tho airplane will not have 
difficulty in recovering from dives, because the moment io a climbing 
moment when it does break. If the airplane exceeds the critical 
speed, it will tend to come out of the dive, not stay in it. As a 
matter of interest, there are also ^lotted on this figure curves of 
the lift coofficient required to maintain level flight at various 
altitudes. 

The long symmetrical fuselage improved the longitudinal 
maneuverability in the critical s *>ed region. Tho improvement is 
shown in figure 28. For example at a Mach number of 0.65, with the 
standard fuselage, the maximum lift coefficient available without 
encountering the sovare diving BCBBBtXta is 0.2. Replacing the 
standard fuselage with tho long symmetrical fuselage increases the 
lift coefficient available for the same condition to 0.5. At an 
altitude of 25,000 foot, a lift coefficient of 0.2 produces only 
enough lift for level flight at a Mach number of O.65. Therefore, 
accelerations that would require higher lift would put tho airrlane 
into the critical diving-moment/ region. By changing to the long 
eymmetrical fuselage, acceleration of 2.5g could bo executed under 
the conditions of the example without entering the critical region. 
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Buffeting 

Neither the results of force tests nor observations of the 
modal behavior during tests gav« any Indication as to whether or 
not tail "buffeting occurred. Figures 29 and 30, which give results 
of measurements of the waka at the position of the tail, show that 
with the standard tail position, the tail will cone within the wake 
of the wing and fuselage at high Mach numbers. These results indi- 
cate that raising the horizontal tail surfaces 32 inches above the 
standard position should keep them out of the wake, except for 
Mach numbers above O.75 at angles of attack above 2 , and should 
thereby largely eliminate buffeting. Reference 2 makes a similar 
conclusion. Tests wero made with the tail altered as shown in 
figure 31. The model dimensions Indicated correspond to raising 
the tail 32 inches and moving It back 2k inches on the airplane. 
Figure 32 shows the aerodynamic characteristics resulting from 
this change. The only effect as compared to the standard tail 
position was an increase in stability. 

CONCLUSIONS 

!• The difficulty encountered by this pursuit airplane in 
recovering from high—speed dives is caused by a compressibility 
shock on tho wing center section. This shock causes a loss in lift 
and a reduction in the downwesh, which results in a largo change In 
the tail moments. 

2. With the standard fuselage, none of the modifications 
tested eliminated tho difficulties. 

3. A long symmetrical fuspla/re increased the Mach number at 
which the adverse diving moments occurred by at least 0>05- At Mach 
numbers ur> to at least 0.7?, tho limit of the tests, the long symmet- 
rical fuselage caused the airplane to balance at a sufficiently 
positive lift coefficient so that recovery from dives could bo 
effected. 

k.    The longitudinal maneuverability of the airplane at high 
epeed3 can be improved by tho use of the long symmetrical fuselage. 
For example, at 25,000 feet and at a Mach number of O.65, the airplane 
can obtain 2.5g accelerations, as compared with only one g for the 
standard configuration. 

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Moffett Fiold, Calif. 
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(a) BMlo data froa Mach niaiber 0.300 to 0.650. 

Flgnra 2. - Vlng, boost, standard fuaalaga, tall, and all accessorial. 



(a) Concluded.   Basic data fron Mach nuntoer 0.300 to 0.650. 

Figure 2. - Continued.   Wing, fcooae, standard fuselage, tall, and all accessories. 
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(b) Baale data from Macb nuaber 0.675 to 0.750. 

Figure 2. - Continued.   Vlag, booaa,  standard fuaolago, tall, and all acooaaorlo. 
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(&) Variation of   CD   with Mach antor at constant angle* of attack. 
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(t) Basic data from Mach number 0.675 to 0.750. 
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Figure 15. - Standard fuselage with revised canopy. Comparison curves shoving 
effect of lump on bottom of fuselage.  (See fig. 12.) 
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Figure 21. - Continued. Effect of wing spoilers and wing bumps on pitching momenta. 
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(•) Variation of   Cfj  vith Hach matter at constant lift ooerriciente. 

Figure 24. - Concluded.   Wing, booae, tall, aileron* and flapa drooped 
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Figure 26. - Wing with revised twist, booms, long syaaetrlcal fuselage, 
constant-radius fillet, and tall. Elevator at 0°. 
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(a) Variation of &. with Mach number at constant lift coefficients. 

Figure 26. - Concluded. Wing with revised twist, booms, long symmetrical fuselage, 
constant-radius fillet/ and tall. Elevator at 0°. 
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(a) Mach number, 0.30 and 0.50. 

Figure ?9. - Relative position of the tall and wing vake for the wing and booms alone. 
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(b) Huh nuaber, 0.65 to 0.75. 

figure 29. -.Concluded.   Relative position of the tall and wing *•»•» for the wing 
and too— alone. 
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(a) Maoh number, 0.30 and O.65. 

Flpure 30. - Relative poaitlona of the tall and wing wake for the wing, 11001118, and 
standard fuselage. 
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(b) Mach number, 0.75. 

Figure 30. - Concluded. Relative positions of the tall and wing wake for the wing, 
booms, and standard fuselage. 
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Figure 31• - RelatiTe positions of the present standard tall and the raised tall. 
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(a) Basic data from Maeh nuaber 0.300 to 0.69). j^ 

Figure 'ic.  - ving, booms, standard fuselage, and raised tall 

COHHITTEE fan •E»OH»UTICS 
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(b)  Concluded.     Basic date, frees Macta number 0.675 to 0.750. 

Figure  32.   -  Continued.     Wing,  boons,   standard fuselage, and raised  tall. 
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(c) Variation of CL with Mach number at constant angles of attack. 

Figure 3"< - Continued. Ving, booms, Btandard fuselage, and raised tall. 
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(d) Variation of Op with Mach number at constant angles of attack. 

Figure 32. • Continued. Wing, booms, standard fuselage, and raised tall. 
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(e) Variation of CM with Maeh number at constant lift coefficients. 

Figure 32.  - Concluded. Wing, booms, standard fuselage, and raised tall. 
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ABSTRACT 
For the purpose of investigating severe diving moments which ware encountered during 

high-speed dives by a pursuit type airplane and which aade recovery difficult, a nodel 
was wind tunnel tested up to a Maeh number 0.7$.    Item* found that the dive-recovery 
difficulties could be alleviated and the longitudinal maneuverability improved by substitu- 
tion of a long symmetrical fuselage for the standard fuselage. 
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